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SOUTH KOREA’S SINAN COUNTY: FROM
“LIVING HELL” TO PURPLE PARADISE

By Caroline Empey

n Nigeria, kidnapping
children from boarding schools has become
a “growth industry,” an increasingly popular way to
make fast cash and gain
attention. In the past year,
Nigeria witnessed an uptick in boarding school
kidnappings as the country
retrogressed to a state of
instability and disjointed
politics that stymie the efforts of federal agencies to
prevent and prosecute such
crimes. While kidnappers
initially targeted high-profile, wealthy Nigerians to
extort the most profitable
ransoms, they have shifted
to prey on the most vulnerable population instead:
schoolchildren.
In a 2014 high-profile
kidnapping case, the militant Islamist group Boko
Haram kidnapped 276 girls
from a boarding school in
Chibok, Borno state, allegedly because the group
viewed the school’s Western education as hostile
to Muslim values. Though
some girls escaped, dozens
remain missing. Boko Haram abducted 110 schoolgirls in 2018. In 2020, more
than 300 boys were kidnapped from a boarding
school in Kankara. On February 17, 2021, armed men
kidnapped 27 children from
their school in Kagara, killing a child in the process.
President Muhammed Buhari blamed state and local
governments for the recent
spike in kidnappings, citing
flaws in the schools’ security.
Although these kidnappings originated in more
densely populated areas of
the country, such as the oilrich Southern regions, the
crisis has since engulfed
Nigeria in an epidemic of
instability and uncertainty.
For example, northwestern Nigeria’s dense forests
have concealed the emergence and spread of armed
criminal groups, popularly
known as “bandits.”
CONtINUED “Schoolchildren in
Peril” on PAGE 3
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Piers and bridges are painted purple in the South Korean Sinan islands. Amidst local governments’ continued
investments in their public image, however, the islands neglect a harrowing history of slavery and human
trafficking.
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By Mia Xiao

ubbed “the purple islands” by
the South Korean government, the Banwol and Bakji islands
of South Korea’s Sinan
County (Sinan-gun) appear—at first blush—to
be a purple paradise. The
ubiquitous color palette
is part of the South Jeolla Province’s initiative to
“create attractive island
destinations.” Inspired
by the islands’ native
purple bellflowers, the
monochromatic branding
features purple rooftops
and infrastructure, local
restaurants ser ving purple rice on purple dish-

es, and elderly women
donning lavender dresses
in the islands’ lavender
fields—to great commercial success. Tourists have
flocked to the islands for
Instagram-worthy photos; travel literature describes the islands as “a
photographer’s dream.”
Yet the island’s aesthetics—a disrespectful, malevolent beauty—conceal
a grotesque histor y withheld from tourists and
magazines alike: the indelible imprint of slaver y
on the islands’ salt farms.
Located off South Korea’s southwestern coast,
the Sinan county islands
are among the most rural areas of the countr y.

Franz Josef Huber: Former Nazi
Police Chief Turned Ally Spy
BY Max Boesch-Powers

B

y May 1945, the
Allied forces occupied Nazi territory
in Europe for almost a
year, and the Holocaust
officially ended following
Germany’s
permanent
surrender. Simultaneously, surviving officers who

worked under the Third
Reich were rounded up in
advance of the forthcoming war crime trials in
1946. Among them was
Franz Josef Huber.
Franz Josef Huber, a
high-ranking official in
Hitler’s secret police network, the Gestapo, worked
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Gestapo Officials record data regarding incoming prisoners at a German
concentration camp.

The nearest city, Mokpo,
is accessible only by ferr y rides through choppy waters. For much of
its histor y, the isolated
island community has
sustained itself through
fishing, seaweed harvesting, and salt farms.
Salt farming currently
employs around half of
the islands’ 2,200-person population and offers lucrative returns—
the price of Sinan salt
is more than three times
that of refined salt. For
years, however, high
profits came at a grisly
human price.
CONtINUED “The Transformation
of South Korea’s Purple Islands”
on PAGE 3

with Adolf Eichmann to
deport tens of thousands
of Jews to extermination
and concentration camps
across Europe during the
Holocaust. However, unlike most Nazi officers,
Franz Josef Huber never
served a lengthy formal
prison sentence, nor did
he face serious retribution. Instead, recently declassified documents reveal that Huber received
jobs with the C.I.A. and
a German intelligence
agency beginning in 1947.
As the Cold War began in
1947, the United States
began to recruit foreign
agents. Intelligence documents show that the
U.S. enlisted Huber for
his golden wartime Rolodex of informants based
in the Soviet bloc.
CONtINUED “Franz Josef Huber” on
PAGE 3
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Resignation Syndrome: Refugee Children
Fall into Coma-like State for Decades
BY RUTHIE CoLLETT

I

n Sweden, uppgivenhetssyndrom, the mysterious illness called the resignation
syndrome, has plagued refugee
children for decades. The condition causes patients to fall into a
coma-like state; they are unable
to eat, drink, move, or speak for
extended periods. Until recently,
all cases have been children and
adolescents about to be deported
from Sweden with their families.
However, reports in the last two
years from Nauru, a tiny island
country northeast of Australia,
revealed an outbreak of the condition among refugee children
in the country ’s detainment facilities.
Many medical professionals
believe the threat of deportation, coupled with past trauma,
causes the onset of resignation
syndrome. The syndrome has
many alternative names, such
as depressive devitalization and
pervasive
arousal-withdrawal syndrome, highlighting the
main symptoms: unresponsiveness and withdrawal. In 2016, a
study published in Frontiers in
Behavioral Neuroscience painted the syndrome as an involuntary strategy used to escape
specific stressors, such as the
threat of deportation. Dr. Elisabeth Hultcrantz treated over 40
children diagnosed with the resignation syndrome. At the U.N.
Regional Information Centre in
Brussels, Hultcrantz explained
that patients suffer from the
conditions because of a “lack of
a will to live….These children

are predisposed to resignation
syndrome because of what they
have gone through.”
Hultcrantz published a study
in the European Child & Adolescent Psychiatry that found
all the resignation syndrome
patients she studied had been
persecuted and experienced, witnessed, or heard from a close
family member about violence.
As a result of such traumas,
many resignation syndrome patients first develop anxiety and
depression before falling into
the comatose state characteristic
of the condition.
The syndrome is difficult to
cure. Treatment can only be undertaken by pediatric specialists
with the ability to provide nutritional support, intravenous
rehydration, and monitor vitals.
The rate of recovery varies between cases. Some patients have
been recorded as comatose for a
few weeks, while others have remained unconscious for up to a
year.
The first documented case of
resignation syndrome was reported in Sweden in the 1990s.
The people who brought this issue
By the mid-2000s, the numtogether:
ber of cases had increased, with
over 400 cases between 2003 and
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JUST THE FACTS:
MOON HYUNG-WOOK
SENTENCED TO 34
YEARS IN PRISON
B M
H
oon, known online by
his username GodGod, deceived many
South Korean young women by
promising high-paying jobs in
return for sexually explicit content. Upon receiving their videos and images, he would blackmail these women, demanding
more content and threatening
to send the videos to their parents if they refused. At times,
Moon would also pose as a police member investigating sexually explicit content to obtain
compromising images and videos of these women.
Moon shared the explicit
content via the “Nth Room,” a
chat ring Moon maintained on
the social media app Telegram.
In 2018, the South Korean
government officially opened
the “Nth Room” case, dedicated
to investigating and preventing
any further blackmail and cybersex trafficking. Since then,
the police have identified at
least 3,700 clips on the platform, investigated 3,500 users
and contributors (245 of whom
have been arrested), and identified 1,100 victims.
In November 2019, Cho Jubin, another prominent member in the Nth room, was convicted of blackmail and sexual
harassment and sentenced to
45 years in prison. Moon was
arrested in May 2020 and then
indicted the following month
on 12 counts. The prosecution called for a life sentence
in prison, but Moon was sentenced to 34 years—thirty of
which he must spend wearing
an electronic bracelet.
The Nth Room case has
prompted the South Korean government to take action
against similar online platforms. In April 2020, the South
Korean National Assembly
passed the Nth Room Prevention Act, increasing the sentence for sexual extortion and
blackmail.

M

ZOE CHOW

“I’m not convinced that this is
only happening in Sweden,” he
said. “Maybe it ’s only being documented and discussed and published in Sweden?”
It seems Johansson’s theory
came to pass: in August of 2018,
a young refugee was evacuated from an off-shore detention
center on the island of Nauru.
The child was unresponsive following a progressive withdrawal
from eating, drinking, or speaking. According to medical experts, Nauru lacked adequate
medical and mental health facilities to treat the resignation syndrome. In an interview with the
Australian Special Broadcasting
Service, Dr. Barri Phatarfod,
founder of Doctors for Refugees,
said, “[the child’s] clinical manifestations are highly consistent
with resignation syndrome and
also with profound depression,
P TSD and any number of psychiatric conditions characterized
by progressive withdrawal from
life.”
If the refugee child on Nauru
truly was experiencing resignation syndrome, the ramifications
for the international community
are immense. The threat of new
outbreaks appearing in other refugee camps and detainment facilities, which may not have the
resources to treat the condition,
adds another layer of complexity
to the global refugee debate.
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Aerial view of Nauru, an island in Micronesia and northeast of Australia. In 2018, the country
reported a possible outbreak of resignation syndrome among its young refugees.
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HISTORICAL GOLDMINE: THE UNEARTHING OF AN
ANCIENT EGYPTIAN CITY
Tut of Egypt].” It “will give us a
rare glimpse into the life of the
n April 13, 2021, Egyp- ancient Egyptians,” Bryan said,
tian archaeologist Zahi offering an invaluable archeologiHawass announced that cal record of the Egyptian empire
his team had discovered the “lost at its wealthiest.
Hawass’s findings offer numergolden city”: Aten, the largest ancient city ever unearthed in Egypt. ous conclusions about the city of
The announcement took histor- Aten. Built during the reign of
ical and archeological communi- Egyptian Pharaoh Amenhotep III
ties by storm—for the first time, between 1391 and 1353 B.C., the
Aten may offer an archeological city was likely also active during
treasure trove of insight into life the reigns of Amenhotep’s son
and grandson—Akhenaten and
during the Golden Age.
respectively—as
In the wake of the excavation, Tutankhamen,
academics have not hesitated to one of the major administrative
lavish praise and disbelief towards and industrial settlements in the
the discovery. Some archeologists era.
Hawass’s recent success comes
have compared the magnitude of
the Egyptian discovery to that of as the culmination of numerous
Pompeii. Others, including Betsy archeological efforts conductBryan, Professor of Egyptology at ed during the preceding decades.
Johns Hopkins University, have Starting the excavation project
likened “the discovery of this lost back in September 2020, Hawass
city [to] the second most import- and his team initially sought to
ant archaeological discovery since unearth the Mortuary Temple of
the tomb of Tutankhamun [King Tutankhamen near Luxor but in-

By Jenny Jin

O
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Lavish interior decorations adorn the Tomb of Tutankhamun, September 9, 2018. The recent
excavation of the Egyptian city of Aten has been likened to the Tomb of Tutankhamun in
cultural, historical, and archaeological significance.

Schoolchildren in Peril

stead found a
series of extensive,
10-feettall mud walls.
The excavation
soon revealed a
well-preser ved
city with almost
complete walls and
rooms
filled
with tools, jewelry, and decor.
According to Hawass, the team
also found a vessel intended for
meat storage and mud bricks and
scarabs identified as the property
of Amenhotep, confirming previous estimates of the city’s chronological golden age.
Further excavation unearthed
a bakery with ovens, vessels for
food storage, an administrative
and residential district surrounded by zigzag walls, a workshop
place with casting molds to produce amulets and ornaments, statue remnants, and many tools likely used for spinning and weaving.
These findings offer significant
details on the economic, political,
and social life of people during
that period. “Just to locate the
manufacturing centers opens up
the detail of how the Egyptians
under a great and wealthy ruler
such as Amenhotep III did what
they did,” said Bryan.
The discovery uncovered not
just semblances of the daily lives
of the ancient Egyptian people
but also clues to the history of the
Pharaohs themselves. Akhenaten,
Amenhotep’s son, became notorious for changing his name, religion, and capital during his reign.

later, footage on the Daily Nigerian showed the girls in poor conand close contacts can pool to- dition, some limping and all withContinued From Page 1
gether the necessary sums.
out shoes.
igerian consulting firm
The frequency of kidnapping
The message from the kidnapSB Morgen reported that crimes has skyrocketed alongside
pers
to Khairiya and her classNigerians paid over $18 the pandemic’s severity as restless
mates
has been echoed in other
million in ransom between 2011 and unemployed men seek an aland 2020, $11 million of which ternative mode of “employment.” kidnappings across Nigeria. Aliyu Isah, a teacher at Government
was paid between 2016 and 2020.
On February 26, 2021, 317 girls Science College in Kagara, told
Families of lower-class victims were kidnapped from the Govoften cannot afford the ransoms. ernment Girls Secondary School, The Associated Press that when
As such, a study published by SB a boarding institution in Jange- the kidnappers entered his school
Morgen in 2020 reported that be, in Zamfara state located in at 1:30 a.m., they posed as soldiers
kidnappers usually kill the low- northwestern Nigeria. Maimu- and told students “not to worry.”
In general, however, the couner-class hostages before relatives natu, a 13-year-old student at the
try’s response to the kidnappings
school,
watched has been poor. Schoolchildren reas men dressed in main in peril as the government
military costumes has failed to grant the schools inabducted
Khair- creased security. Instead, the poiya, her 14-year- lice force is overstretched, and the
old sister. The men Nigerian army has been deployed
told Khairiya that to almost all states in an attempt
they had come to to combat Nigeria’s many insurprotect her, urging gency groups.
her not to be afraid
Instead of taking responsibility
because they didn’t and acting to address the issue,
mean to harm any politicians have instead sought to
of the girls so long absolve themselves of blame by
shutterstock.com
as they “obeyed in- pointing to other groups. GoverTwo female students wait outside a classroom at Success Private
structions.” When nor Bello Matawalle of Zamfara
School in northeastern Nigeria. The school was of the first to be
attacked in 2015 by jihadist terrorist organization, Boko Haram,
the girls were re- even promised “repentant” kidknown to kidanpp and abduct Nigerian students from schools.
leased three days

N

elizabeth chou

The reason for such widespread
changes has long remained a mystery, but this discovery of the “lost
golden city” promises to offer additional insights as excavations
continue.
Economically, the Egyptian
government hopes that the discovery will bolster the country’s
tourism industry, which has suffered significantly in recent years
due to the Covid-19 pandemic, Islamist militant attacks, and
political instability. However, as
the pandemic limits international travel for the foreseeable future, any hikes in tourist revenue
remain as a hope for the distant
future.
Nonetheless, the discovery of
a well-developed influential Ancient Egyptian city continues to
offer additional insights into the
social, political, and technological
identities of Ancient Egyptians.
Much of the city has yet to be
excavated; as recovery efforts expand, as will findings and discoveries from the site. Yet, one thing
is certain: this discovery of a “lost
golden city” is a golden opportunity for further historical and cultural inquiry.
nappers with houses and cars. In
addition to bribing criminals, Bello stated that those “not comfortable [with his] peace initiative”
were attempting to undermine
his efforts to end the kidnapping
crisis. Although President Buhari denounced Bello’s approach,
stating on Twitter that it had the
“potential to backfire with disastrous consequences,” the Zamfara
state government recently pardoned the mastermind behind the
kidnapping of the 300 schoolboys
in December after he expressed
“sorrow.” His sole punishment?
Handing over the weapons he
and his associates used during the
kidnapping.
The kidnappers use the abductions as political leverage. For example, the 300 boys kidnapped in
December were not released until
President Buhari made a speech
broadcasted on national television
about the kidnapping crisis. Nigerian politicians aim to be portrayed as the “savior” of the country’s tragedy, opting to push for
their own solutions rather than
uniting to construct a more national response.
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Manufactured semiconductor being examined in a sterile environment.

T

oday’s increasingly digital
world has intensified the
demand for microchips, or
semiconductors. Microchips are
vital to the electronic industry
as the brainpower for computers, planes, and cars. Though the
global economy has begun to recover from Covid-19, microchips
have become a scarce commodity
in recent weeks, fueling a severe
microchip shortage.
That the pandemic forced people to work from home has inspired soaring demand for electronic devices, such as computers,
laptops, and desktops. Concurrently, the demand for cars plummeted as people stopped driving
to work. In fact, the pandemic
caused an initial decrease in car
sales by 50 percent. Chip manufacturing companies, therefore,
prioritized microchip production
for tablets, smartphones, and
computers instead of car com-

ponents. Though many developed countries have relaxed their
lockdown restrictions, thereby
resuming the demand for cars,
auto-manufacturing companies
no longer have ready access to
microchip stock.
Neil Winton, Forbes Senior
Contributor, wrote that chip
shortages could stagnate global automaking production until
2023. General Motors, one of the
world’s premier vehicle manufacturing companies, reported a projected $2.5 billion loss in profit
over the next year. General Motors closed and suspended work
at three North-American factories. Likewise, the U.S.-based
Ford Motor Company reported a
drastic cut in output volume. The
shortage similarly forced Toyota, BMW, Volkswagen, among
others, to close factories and decrease manufacturing capacity
just as they began to recover from
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lockdown mandates.
Beyond the growth forecasts
of corporations, the microchip
shortage has impacted international diplomacy. Bloomberg reported that “China is taking decisive steps to protect itself from
a widening U.S. technology ban,
with imports of computer chips
and the machines” As a preemptive move, China bought nearly
$32 billion worth of microchip
equipment from companies based
in Japan, Taiwan, and South Korea. Huawei, a Chinese telecommunications equipment company,
has been stockpiling supplies in
anticipation of U.S. sanctions.
China is projected to spend over
$300 billion this year importing
microchips and semiconductors.
China is also tightening its grip
on the sale of much-needed microchips to U.S.-based companies
that don’t have their own manu-

facturing capabilities. These actions likely will exacerbate trade
conflicts between the U.S. and
China.
Mathew Sparkes from New Scientists said, “The world is experiencing a computer chip shortage
due to a perfect storm of problems including a global pandemic, a trade war, fires, drought and
snowstorms.” The semiconductor
industry is also facing a sharp demand shift as companies seek to
restart production—microchips
accounted for more than $40 billion in sales.
To mitigate the shortage, companies are merging to pool resources and increase microchip
availability. Five companies —
Siltronic,
ShinEtsuMicroSI,
SkSiltron, SUMCO, and GlobalWafers — make up roughly 90
percent of the global semiconductor microchips market. The
two most dominant companies, GlobalWafers and Siltronic, merged in early 2021 after a
€4.35 billion bid from GlobalWafers.
However, these mergers may
not result in their intended
outcome. Chelsea Delaney, the
business correspondent for DW
News, believes that “the shortage
in semiconductors is likely to last
for several more months” despite
these mergers. Although mergers
will likely boost long-term production, semiconductor makers
tend to prioritize other clients
like mobile phone and computer
companies over auto-manufacturers due to profitability. Given
how long it takes to ramp up capacity, car producers may continue to struggle to meet demands.

THE TRANSFORMATION OF SOUTH KOREA’S PURPLE ISLANDS
the job agents and mentally disabled victims to the ferry port to
It was a living hell,” said Kim meet the farmers.
Seong-baek, a former memThis history of exploitation
ber of the salt farms’ enslaved lasted for decades.
laborers, “I thought my life was
After Kim’s testimony inspired
over.”
nationwide outrage, a nationIn 2014, Kim’s story and tes- al investigation identified more
timony unearthed the brutality than 100 workers who worked
of disabled slave labor on remote without pay. According to The
salt farms. Whereas large com- Guardian, subsequent farm inmercial salt farms use machines spections concluded that the
for periodic harvesting, the small conditions met the UN’s definifarms of the Sinan islands rely en- tion of slavery. Public attention,
tirely on manual labor to separate however, has done little to curb
salt from seawater. The process the dehumanizing practices. In
of draining fields and distilling the years following the investithe salt takes 25 days and plac- gation, activists and police found
es high demands on cheap labor. an additional 63 unpaid or unSinan farm owners, desperate to derpaid workers on the islands,
maximize profit, paid illegal job three-quarters of whom were
agencies in Mokpo in return for mentally disabled. The initial
mentally disabled workers less government crackdown was glarprone to complain or run away. ingly partial: though 50 farm
According to The Guardian, owners and regional job brokers
80% of those trafficked in the were indicted in the ensuing trisalt farms have learning disabili- als, none of the local authorities
ties. “They’re treated like dogs were punished for their connivand pigs, but people in the com- ance.
munity are used to it,” says Kim
In 2017, the Seoul Central DisKyung-lae, who regularly drove

Continued From Page 1

“

trict Court explicitly condemned
officials’ negligence towards the
human rights abuses suffered by
eight of the formerly enslaved.
The court ordered the local government to pay a combined 240
million won—the equivalent of
$213,000—in
compensation.
Though the court condemned
such forced labor, it rejected demands for compensation filed by
seven additional plaintiffs under
the pretense that the government
was not explicitly responsible for
their plight. Untold numbers of
enslaved laborers remain on the
islands today.
The government ’s stinginess
towards the overlooked abused
stands in sharp contrast to its
liberal investment in its public
and touristic image. Sinan County launched its public rebranding
efforts in 2015. Since then, the
county has dedicated 4.8 billion
won—nearly $4.3 million—to
facilitating the islands’ metamorphosis from a site of tragedy to
a site of tourism and consumption. For example, more than

28,000 square meters of roofs
were painted lilac, 30,000 New
England asters were planted, and
21,500 square meters of lavender
fields are maintained. The effect
of such reforms is evident: nearly half a million have visited the
island since the spring of 2019
as shop owners along the route
from Mokpo wallow in surging profits and business activity.
Even during the Covid-19 pandemic, visitation rates increased
by 20 percent. The island provided the perfect destination for
domestic tourists during a year
of travel restrictions.
As revenue soars, however, the
memory and dignity of enslaved
laborers suffer. The proliferation of dreamy Instagram photos
memorializes an offensive, clinical purple fantasy designed for
escapists. Instead of flaunting
a photogenic vacation, visitors
should use the camera as a witness, creating visual information
to commemorate the victims and
effect change.
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French President Emmanuel Macron Closes the
Prestigious National School of Administration
By Neil Shen

O

n April 8, 2021, French
President
Emmanuel
Macron made the decision to close the National
School of Administration, or
the Ecole Nationale d’Administration (ENA), France’s prestigious public service school.
Despite only accepting 80
postgraduate students a year,
the ENA has produced four of
France’s eight modern presidents and eight of its 22 prime
ministers. Macron, himself an
alumnus of the highly selective
school, branded the move as a
“deep revolution in recruitment
for public service” to demonstrate his government ’s commitment towards more accountable
governance. French politics,
however, is volatile and unforgiving towards its presidents.
Whether Macron will prevail in
the 2022 election against longtime rival and populist leader
Marine Le Pen remains to be
seen.
This is, however, only a nominal solution. The ENA’s successor, the Public Service Institute, will continue to be highly
selective and immensely influential on France’s civil service
sector. Instead of a simple name
change, it is much more important to reform training for civil
service positions. To that end,
the government has pledged to
“democratize training for pub-

grace wang
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The alma mater of much of France’s political elite, the ENA will be closed this year.

lic services” and “widen
access for entrance”—whether
the new Public Service Institute
will live up to these promises remains to be seen. One potential
solution would be to abolish a
public-service dedicated school
entirely, as other countries such
as Canada have done, but Macron seems to be reluctant to do
so.
This announcement will have
important political implications.
The move was undoubtedly mo-

tivated in part by the wave of
anti-elitist protests that swept
across France in late 2018. According to the Ministry of the
Interior, at their peak, the Gilet
Jaune movement (so-called because of the distinctive yellow
traffic vests their supporters
don) included over 250,000 protesters. The protesters believed
that the elite ruling class ignored the interests of the common people, especially those living in the provincial areas, and
dubbed
Macron the “president of the very
rich.” The protesters made the
énarques,
the
graduates of the
ENA, one of the
targets of their
fury.
Macron
considered closing the school in
2019. Now, with
less than a year
to go before the
next presidential election and
his approval ratings still hovering below 40
percent, Macron
has conceded to
popular
opinion.
Whether or
not dissatisfied
voters will be
appeased by the
French civil service’s
reforms
may impact the
outcome of the
2022
French
presidential
elections. Current
polling

suggests that Le Pen, an anti-immigration politician who
supports closer ties with Russia,
criticizes globalization, and advocates for a “de-Islamisation”
of the French society, enjoys as
much popularity as Macron. In
the 2017 presidential election,
she shocked analysts and briefly threatened to win the election before falling to Macron
due to poor performance during
a televised debate. The upcoming election, however, will be a
different story. French politics
is characterized by fickle voters
and low approval ratings, and
given the strength of the Gilet
Jaune movement, Le Pen will
seek to harness popular anger
against Macron.
In the end, closing the ENA is
as much of a calculated political
move as a genuine attempt to reform French politics. The latest
in a list of concessions Macron
has made to French protesters,
closing the ENA may open up
more civil service opportunities
for the French public, assuming
the Public Service Institute does
not strive to emulate its predecessor.
The Revere is online at
http://the-revere.com
Follow us on Instagram
@theandoverrevere
SUBSCRIBE
theandovererevere@
gmail.com
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Unrest Continues in Northern Ireland Over Brexit, Covid-19
By Daniel Waheed

(U.K.) from Ireland (EU) to protect the 1998 Good Friday Agreeeriodic rioting, violence, and ment and avoid enraging Nationarmed insurrections have alists. Instead, to distinguish the
plagued much of North- two regions and correct the flow
ern Ireland’s history. Many North of trade that Brexit disrupted, the
Irish, for example, remain haunt- EU and U.K. crafted the Northern
ed by ghastly recollections of the Ireland Protocol, which erected a
1970s, the Troubles when hun- new trade barrier in the Irish Sea.
dreds of combatants and civilians The establishment of a new Britalike died in violent conflicts be- ain-North Ireland border drew the
tween religious groups. The de- ire of pro-Brexit Loyalist groups
cades following the 1970s saw a and political parties.
decrease in similarly violent exArlene Foster, the leader of one
pressions of anger—until April of the largest Loyalist parties
2021, when streets broke out in vi- in Northern Ireland, reportedly
olence in the wake of ever-inten- thought that the 2019 deal jeoparsifying Nationalist sentiments and dized the future of Loyalist polita politically divisive British depar- ical parties as a whole. The recent
ture from the European Union. As protests mark the first acts of vioMolotov cocktails soar and water lence against the Brexit agreement,
cannons line the streets, the future but the rhetoric and sentiments
of North Ireland hangs in limbo.
that motivate them are hardly new.
Loyalists, the majority of whom
As tensions escalate between the
are Protestants and see themselves Loyalists and Nationalists, so do
as British, want Northern Ireland accusations of civilian abuse. Some
to remain part of the U.K. Nation- claim that the Loyalist-aligned
alists tend to be Catholics who Ulster Volunteer Force participatview themselves as Irish rather ed in the riots and used force to
than British and want to reunite intimidate Catholic families. But
with the Republic of Ireland. Loy- not all claims have sought to enalists fear that Brexit increased the courage violence. Following the
possibility that Northern Ireland death of Prince Phillip, the Duke
will reunify with Ireland, which of Edinburgh, on April 9, Loyalremains part of the EU.
ist groups issued statements asking
Northern Ireland as a whole rioters to cease and desist during
voted to “Remain” in the EU by mourning. In the days that fola moderate margin: 55.8% vot- lowed, however, protesters showed
ed “Remain” versus 44.2% vot- no signs of stopping as riots grew
ed “Leave,” according to BBC. increasingly violent.
In the late 2019 finalized Brexit
Accusations of political cordeal, British Prime Minister Boris ruption among Nationalist leadJohnson allowed Northern Ireland ers also exacerbated tensions. On
to stay in the EU Common Market March 30, Nationalist leader Sinn
and Customs Union—an effective Fein organized a funeral for famed
promise to preserve relative eco- Irish Republic Army member Bobnomic stability in Northern Ire- by Storey that attracted over 2,000
land. Some Loyalists interpreted mourners. Political opponents,
this decision as a betrayal. Johnson such as Foster, maintain that the
did not reimpose the land border event violated Covid-19 protocols,
that separated Northern Ireland

P

yet the organizers were not prose- averse to a unified Ireland—retain
cuted — adding fuel to the flames a sizable majority in any political
of political animosity. In effect, the proceedings concerning unificafuneral is but one manifestation of tion. In the short term, North Irethe deeper, long-held struggle be- land will remain divided.
However, not all is lost—polittween Loyalists and Nationalists.
The sectarian divides in Northern ical and demographic shifts are
Ireland, which once seemed to be creating more favorable conditions
on the mend following the 1970s, for unification and peace. While
have instead surged with renewed Northern Ireland was strongly
opposed to Brexit, a number of
acrimony.
In contrast to the 1970s con- people in Northern Ireland said
flicts’ guerilla warfare strategy, Brexit shifted them more in farecent riots have been far less or- vor of unification. The majority of
ganized. Protesters have set fire to younger generations in Northern
vehicles and hurled projectiles at Ireland now identify as Catholic,
law enforcement personnel; street and many subscribe readily to Irish
fighting between opposing eth- Nationalism and unity. Regardless
no-religious groups runs rampant. of political leanings, however, this
Recent reports revealed that many much is evident: many simply hope
teenagers, some as young as 12, for a return to peace in a region
participated in the riots, abetted currently entrenched in division,
by adults and paramilitary groups. hatred, and political strife.
As of April 12, protests and related conflicts have already caused 88 injuries
among police officers.
Such conflicts in
Northern Ireland disrupt an already tenuous
political order. Indeed,
as tensions reach a
boiling point, hopes for
a united Ireland—Loyalists and Nationalists
working in unison—
appear increasingly improbable. Lasting peace
appeared to be just
around the corner until 2020 when violent
Loyalist groups officially revoked their recognition of the Good
Friday Agreement that
sought to enable efforts
towards Irish unity.
Opinion polls conshutterstock.com
tinue to show that Map of the Republic of Ireland that differentiates Northern
Loyalists—those most Ireland, which is part of the United Kingdom.

Additional documents from U.S.
intelligence make similar statements about Huber’s trustworthiity,
began
deporting
Jewish
“disness, cooperation, and usefulness.
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senters” to the Dachau concentra- These statements of praise for
hile the U.S.
tion camp. Before the war ended,
stood to gain from Hu- roughly 70,000 Jews or 40 percent the former Nazi kept him out of
jail and from facing trial internaber’s information, Austria
of
the
Austrian
Jewish
populationally. After almost ten years of
wanted retribution.
tion
were
murdered
under
Huber
working for German intelligence,
Austria was especially interestas
police
chief.
Regardless,
efforts
Huber was released and lived off
ed in holding a trial for Huber, as
made
after
the
war
were
unsuca civil service pension until his
he was the Gestapo chief for large
cessful
at
bringing
the
former
Nazi
death.
swaths of Austria, including Viento
court.
Intelligence
agencies
that
As anti-Semitism continues
na, the capital. During that time,
employed
him
protected
him
from
to
increase, efforts to curb hate
the Gestapo, known for its brutaldue process by avoiding acknowl- speech and Holocaust justification
edging his past actions.
have gained quite a bit of tracAccording to the New York tion. Perhaps most notably among
Times, a U.S. investigator wrote in these movements is the #ItStart1947 that Huber was “a fair, factu- edWithWords hashtag and a man
al impartial police officer who car- named Abe Foxman. #ItStartedried out the police functions with- WithWords is a Holocaust eduout party bias or racial and political cation campaign meant to shed
prejudice.” The letter continues to light on how quickly hateful landefy historical evidence by stating guage can turn into unimaginable
that the Third Reich official “was violence. The organization disnot an adherent of Nazi party ide- plays reflections from people who
ologies.”
lived through the Holocaust and

Franz Josef Huber
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strives to ensure that neither they
nor any victims are ever forgotten.
Abe Foxman, an influential Jewish activist and former National
Director of the Anti-Defamation
League, is of the most high-profile Holocaust survivors working
on the campaign.
In his video message on the It
Started With Words website, Foxman stated, the “gas chambers in
Auschwitz and elsewhere did not
begin with bricks. They began with
words. Evil words, hateful words,
anti-Semitic words.” Sidney Zoltak, an 89-year-old survivor from
Poland, acknowledges that “we’re
few in numbers” but has hope that
“our voices are heard” as a result of
the project. Overall, the It Started With Words campaign aims to
reduce the use of anti-semitic language and make known the true
suffering endured during the Holocaust, something that may have
changed the decision to hire Hanz
Josef Huber back in 1947.
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REGIONAL FOCUS
VACCINES AND VARIANTS: AN UPDATE
ON THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC
THE U.S. HEALTHCARE SYSTEM: IS MEDICAL CARE MEDICINE?: Any hope of ending the
pandemic relies on vaccinations that can adequately protect against variants.

T

By Amber Ting

he U.S. is buying and churning out more vaccines than
ever. In early March, two
million people received shots each
day. Now, that number has jumped
to more than three million, double
the population of many states.

Moderna

President Joe Biden beat his
initial goal to distribute 100 million vaccine doses by his 100th
day in office — the U.S. reached
the milestone on March 19. As a
result, Biden updated his target
to 200 million. At only 10 mil-

Pfizer-BioNTech

The Moderna vaccine was FDA-approved
for adults only a week after Pfizer’s approval. Shots must be taken 28 days apart,
with studies conducted by the Centers for
Disease Control (CDC) proving the vaccine to be around 90 percent effective.
Moderna is notably different from the
Pfizer vaccine in the sense that it can be
stored for up to 30 days in a standard refrigerator.

T

he Biden administration,
along with South Africa
and the European Union,
has temporarily paused injections of the Johnson and Johnson vaccine after blood clots
appeared in six out of 6.8 million patients. Although investigations will take place, usage of
the vaccine will likely continue.
While the vaccines occasionally
cause side effects, they are generally considered safe for people
without preexisting conditions.
The first people to receive vaccines were healthcare workers and
those in high-risk categories, including the elderly and those with
preexisting conditions. Eventually,
vaccines were made more widely
available, with more than 21 percent of the U.S. population now
vaccinated.
Disparities exist across state
boundaries as well as political
and racial identities. While New
Mexico and South Dakota have
above-average vaccination rates of
close to 30 percent, Georgia has
a rate of 15 percent. The CDC
found that in looking at half of the
people who have received one vaccine dose, more than 65 percent
were white while 11 percent were
Hispanic, 8 percent were Black,
5 percent were Asian, 1 percent
were American Indian or Alaskan
Native, and less than 0.5 percent
were Native Hawaiian or Pacific
Islander.
Most scientists agree that herd
immunity requires at least 60 to 70
percent population resistance. Unfortunately, the anti-vaccination
movement is an observable cultural phenomenon. An April NPR/
Marist poll found that a quarter
of Americans — most of them
Republican men living in rural
areas — remain undecided about

lion doses away, the U.S. will soon
reach its new goal. Still, a return to
normalcy depends upon continued
government support of vaccine
rollouts and conscientious public health attitudes in response to
new variants.

The Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine was the first
to receive a EUA on December 1, 2020.
In clinical trials, two shots taken 21 days
apart simulated an immune response with
a 95 percent efficiency rate, and individuals 16 years or older have been approved
to safely take the vaccine. However, doses
must be shipped in ultra-cold temperature-controlled units.

vaccines. In addition, traditionally marginalized communities,
such as racial and ethnic minority
groups, may understand the risk
the pandemic poses but be afraid
nonetheless of vaccination due to
historical, state-sanctioned medical racism.
Even though children contract
Covid-19 less frequently than
adults and exhibit fewer symptoms
when sick, they need to be vaccinated as well. As a result, Pfizer
has started testing its vaccine on
children ranging from 6 months
to 11 years old. Companies have
begun requesting FDA authorization for vaccine use in teens, and it
will likely be a while before everyone gains access.
Biden has touted the idea of
an “Independence Day” from
Covid-19 on July 4. Tantalizing,
perhaps, but fireworks would be

The U.S. has been stockpiling
vaccines, three of which have received Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) from the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA).

Johnson and Johnson

The Johnson and Johnson vaccine was
given a EUA on February 27, 2021, and
with only an 85 percent efficacy rate, it is
less effective than others on the market.
Importantly, only one shot is required.

premature. Variants are an issue.
A party would be a super spreader
event given that the B.1.1.7 U.K.
variant is currently spreading in
the U.S. and is hospitalizing large
numbers of young people as they
have broken social distancing rules
on holiday.
Disease mutations are deadly
for multiple reasons but are especially concerning since it is difficult to predict when or where the
new variants will arise. While the
Pfizer, Moderna, and Johnson and
Johnson vaccines are somewhat
effective against the B.1.1.7 variant, they are much less effective
against variants like the South African 1.B.135. The Johnson and
Johnson vaccine was found to be
only 66 percent effective globally.
As lockdown rules continue to
relax, the threat of American citizens traveling internationally as

they have been domestically spikes
concerns of the rapid spread of
variants. The lowering of vaccine
efficacy rates by 20 percent, such
as in the case of the Johnson and
Johnson vaccine, may not seem
disastrous but would mean a prolonged wait for normalcy.
As vaccines continue to be distributed, social inequality and a
lack of public accountability will
contribute to positive case counts.
The pandemic will end eventually,
but only when vaccines adequately protect people against variants.
While the U.S. healthcare system is certainly in better shape
now than it was at the end of the
Trump administration, the structural flaws that exacerbated the
pandemic still require much work
to improve.

Any hope of ending the pandemic relies on vaccinations that can adequately protect against variants.

unsplash.com
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Caricatures and Calumny: International
Distortions of Chinese Communism
CHINESE COMMUNISM SLANDERED: Perhaps a vestige of the Red Scare of the 1950s, Chinese
“communist ideology” continues to generate political and social stigma beyond the country’s borders.
From “a communist liberation” and social turmoil during the Communist Revolution to 21st Century
socialism driven by a near-capitalist economy, China’s political ideology and domestic and international opinions towards it have evolved substantially. The first installment of this series, published
on November 14, recounted how China’s communist founding blossomed into a socialist-capitalist
amalgam; the second installment, published on February 11, detailed attitudes and adages within
the Chinese mainland; this third and final installment will identify international portrayals and
distortions that deserve further interrogation.

I

n February 1972, President
Richard Nixon, framed by
throngs of politicians and
journalists on the White House
lawn, offered a generous assessment of China on the global stage:
“We can have differences without
being enemies in war.” Nixon’s
declaration implies the United
States’ willingness to collaborate with communist China. But
Nixon’s optimism would prove
short-lived. Less than half a century later, U.S. Secretary of State
Mike Pompeo — speaking at the
Nixon Presidential Library in July
2020 — was far more skeptical.
In a biting reference to Covid-19,
Pompeo denounced the Chinese
government as a “virulent strain”
whose perniciousness rivaled that
of the pandemic.
Throughout history, similarly charged rhetoric pervades international portrayals of China.
However, as China gains increased
military and geopolitical prominence, words like Pompeo’s prove
provocative at best and outright
discriminatory at worst. The final installment of the Chinese
communism series will explore a
smattering of such international
distortions — and the eerie continuity in international distortions
towards Chinese Communism.
Of the stances world leaders have taken towards China,
it is Nixon’s, not Pompeo’s, that
emerges as a political anomaly.
Pompeo’s rhetoric is a modern
variant of a history of stigmatized
international portrayals of China.
Caustic renderings predate the
Chinese Communist Party itself.

In the 19th century, the Chinese
Qing dynasty’s crippling losses to
British and French forces in the
first and second Opium Wars left
feudalist China an underdog at
the whim of Westerners’ gun barrels and ridicule alike.
Western scholars mocked China
as “the sick man of Asia” as vehement anti-Chinese rhetoric spread
like wildfire through U.S. society.
American popular media painted Chinamen fleeing the ravages
of war as slit-eyed, buck-toothed
savages. Political cartoons, such as
the 1899 caricature “The Yellow
Terror in all His Glory,” jeered
that Chinese society bred uncouth
men eager to defile white women and sow chaos in civil society.
Popular literature and films—
and the attendant emergence of
the Dragon Lady movie trope—
smeared Chinese women as conniving seducers and Chinese society as morally degenerate. The
popularity of such derogatory stereotypes soared as international
conceptions of China soured.
Even this scorn, however, was
dwarfed by American workers’
dismay when Chinese laborers
proved themselves industrious,
tax-paying men who — having
traveled to the U.S. without their
families — placed a minimal burden on healthcare infrastructure,
education systems, and incarceration centers. Distorted representations of the Chinese thus morphed into desperate attempts to
defame the Chinese workers that
business owners and laundromats
employed by the thousands across
the U.S.

shutterstock.com

Soldiers patrol in Tiananmen area ahead of China’s 18th National Congress on November 6, 2012, in Beijing, China. Misrepresentations of the Chinese government
and society risk the dehumanization of the Chinese populace.

In 1882, such ill-informed representations of China found legal
credence in the Chinese Exclusion Act, which barred Chinese
immigration and citizenship for
the better part of the next century.
The act accused Chinese laborers
of “endanger[ing] the good order
of certain localities.” In a blatant
rhetorical slippery slope, American lawmakers equated economic
competition with existential danger.
Along with Chinese laborers’
extradition came the erasure of
international goodwill towards
China. “Yellow Peril” paranoia
towards Chinese society spread
beyond U.S. shores and corrupted
perceptions of Chinese and Chinese Americans in both Europe
and North America. Only with
the repeal of the Chinese Exclusion Act in 1943 was this irrational fear of the Chinese — one
fueled by slanderous international
portrayals of China — relegated
to the dustbin of xenophobic racial legislation.
The repeal of the Chinese Exclusion Act did little to curb the
international distortions of China
it helped to spark and codify. Indeed, in the 1950s, such misrepresentations found a fervent champion in Senator Joseph McCarthy,
whose arguments recasted “Yellow
Peril” as a “Red Scare.” From 1950
to 1954, McCarthy contrived
scandal after scandal that defamed dozens of his fellow public
servants and vilified any and all
forms of Chinese Communism.
So paranoid were McCarthy’s
political distortions towards China that, in 1950, Chinese American journalist Gilbert Woo observed that “being Chinese is
itself a crime” seemingly worthy
of public persecution. Adopting
arguments uncannily similar to
those most popular in the 19th
century, McCarthy and his followers framed Chinese Communism as an unequivocally sinister
force bound to infiltrate and destroy civilizations beyond Chinese
borders. Any Chinese person, McCarthy maintained, must be suspected as a deviant spy intent on
infiltration and destruction.
While contemporary coverage of
China has abandoned the blatantly misconstrued distortions that
reached a fever pitch in the 1950s,
biases nonetheless run rife. A cursory skim of April 2021 headlines
on China returns titles including

By Frank Zhou
“America will only win when China’s regime fails,” and “yes, you
can use the T-word [totalitarian]
to describe China.” Similar Foreign Policy articles accuse China
of being “entirely unfeeling” and
lacking in “what in an ordinary
country would be called… civil
society,” its citizens content to acquiesce in a Hitler-esque societal
order. Such headlines are a far cry
from the respectful coexistence
that Nixon aspired towards in the
1970s. More often than not, their
depiction of Chinese society lands
somewhere between sarcastic
mockery and detached condemnation.
The true danger of such mischaracterizations lies in their
erosion of cultural affinity and
understanding. With every word,
such distortions frame the Chinese people as foreign automatons
silenced and smothered by Communist rule. Such assessments are
not misplaced when condemning CCP-perpetrated injustices
and genocide against Uighurs,
but they become blatant misrepresentations when Communism
becomes a rhetorical fulcrum to
deem the whole of Chinese society inhumane.
When abetted and amplified
by officials like former Secretary
Pompeo, such international distortions fuel the very rise in anti-Asian sentiments that reached
a breaking point in the wake of
the March 2021 Atlanta shootings. Internationally, they perpetuate untold racial fissures and animosity.
Ultimately, China, under Communism, remains a nation of
people who share with Western
nations common humanity too
often overlooked or dismissed by
warped foreign portrayals of China.
This three-part series on Chinese Communism has sought to
challenge such dehumanizing
portrayals by centering this humanity. From the human stories
behind the evolution of Chinese
Communism to the cultural values underscored in the wake of
the pandemic, Communism has
tempered—rather than effaced—
the Chinese identity. A keener understanding of China thus
comes with not the wanton distortion but a careful examination
of Chinese Communism. This
Regional Focus series has aspired
to the latter.
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Demographic Change in America:
Generation X, the Lost Generation

Interview By Theo Baker

A

nna Greenberg is a Democratic pollster living in
Washington, DC. She’s
successfully worked on a number of campaigns, most recently serving as the lead pollster
for Senator Mark Kelly and
Governor John Hickenlooper’s
campaigns. She is the managing partner of GQR, a polling
company. Named U.S. “Pollster
of the Year” in 2014, Greenberg has more than 20 years of
experience polling in the political, non-profit, and academic
field. In this exclusive interview,
Greenberg and Senior Writer
Theo Baker spoke for 30 minutes about the role of Gen X in
American politics. Excerpts of
the interview are included below.

Exclusive Interview with
Anna Greenberg, Famed
Democratic Pollster

Within U.S. political history, the impact of Generation X—Americans born between 1965 and 1980—
remains strikingly small compared to the political longevity of preceding generations and the
growing political ambitions of younger Americans. Raised in the shadow of the Vietnam War and
Watergate, Gen X developed a distrust in government that has left the generation statistically
underrepresented among American policymakers. This absence extends to policy positions as well.
Gen X fumbles for talking points that resonate authentically with their generational concerns because contemporary blocs within U.S. political discourse cater primarily to younger or older voters.
As baby boomers retire, Gen X runs the risk of being overtaken by millennials and members of Gen Z
jostling for a position in the limelight. Disheartened and disjointed, Gen X is aptly titled the lost
generation—and will likely remain a muted middle child as American politics moves further into
the 21st century.

ing more with the older generations that preceded them, or the
younger generations and their
activism?

A: Gen X tends to be the most
Republican generation. There’s a
lot of good political science and
sociological research that talks
about the stickiness of partisanship. The kind of formative
experiences that you have when
you’re [in your] teens to early
20s and when you first start voting put a mark on a generation.
I’m peak Gen X, born in 1968.
I went to high school in 1982. I
graduated from college in 1990.
I spent all [of ] high school
and college during the Reagan
[and] Bush years that had a really big impact on Gen X, just
like Obama had a big impact on
Q: With Gen X being caged in the millennial generation and I
on both sides with such strong- think Trump in terms of Gen Z.
ly defined and large generations, As you look at generations, and I
what actually marks someone look at it in my data, Gen X does
from Gen X in terms of political kind of stand out as a little more
beliefs? Is Gen X actually sid-

Republican, a little more conservative than either the boomers
ahead of them, or the millennials
behind them.
I think it is important [that
Gen X was] coming of age during
those years. There was a recession in 1990. So Gen X [was seen
as] the original slackers. [There
was] the notion of upward mobility, the American dream, and
the idea of having a job — work
your whole life and have a pension and security and be able to
send your kids to college and help
them buy their first home. That ’s
a very boomer framework [originating] from a time of growth
and great economic expansion.
That really retracts in the late
70s and 80s. You get stagflation
with Carter, and then you get the
assault on the welfare state under Reagan. You also have, again,
the recession in the early 90s.
For Gen Xers who are graduating from college or graduating
from high school, they’re graduating at a time where
the government ’s the
problem, there aren’t
really any jobs. You’re
on your own. That ’s
why there’s all these
memes on the internet and social media
about “Gen Xers are
made for the pandemic” because we’re
latchkey kids and no
one ever took care of
us. We’re used to being alone.
Gen X is small because there’s a baby
boom [before] and
these women in [the]
boomer generation
have the women’s
[rights] movement
— women going to
college and entering the workforce,
[women] having access to birth control
and abortion. [Consequently]
they’re
having fewer kids
and they’re having
them later. So you
just have a smaller
generation of people
because the boomers
dramatically
scale
back on having kids.

There’s also cohort effects. At
various points in your life cycle, your [political leanings] can
change. It ’s not like you vote
Democrat when you’re 18 and
you vote Democrat the rest of
your life — certainly things can
change. Often getting married,
having kids, buying a house,
tend to make people a little
more conservative or less [supportive of high] property taxes. I
saw a Gallup poll yesterday. The
decline in church attendance is
huge [but] people tend to go
back to their churches when they
have kids.
There are big changes that can
affect generations. The generation that came of age [after]
9/11, the generation that came
of age during the depression. I
don’t know what the pandemic
generation is going to be like.
We do not have much control
over wars and pandemics and
things like that which also affect generations. I always felt
like there wasn’t anything big for
Gen X. The Challenger exploded. The Cold War ended, which
was a big deal but not really. I
have vague memories of reading
The New York Times my senior
year of college and reading about
our relationship with the Soviet Union. But [those readings]
didn’t affect me that much in a
personal way. We didn’t grow up
hiding under our desks from air
raids.
Gen X, like boomers, have
had such a stranglehold on political positions. Even when the
first Gen X president was president, a majority of Congress was
boomers.
Q: So when it comes to the generational conflict of American
politics, what kind of role are
Gen X politicians and constituents taking in the races that you
are looking at?
A: I don’t really think about it
in terms of generational conflict. I think that there’s a sense
that boomers ruined everything
from ruling politics to the polarization that we have in our
politics, and now the gridlock,
the environment and climate
change, and the record amount
of inequality.
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EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW WITH ANNA GREENBERG, FAMED DEMOCRATIC POLLSTER
there’s places like Maine with
three terms. It’s such a strict term
ut in races, it’s much more limit. My friend is my brother’s
about what policies af- age, so she’s three or four years
fect different groups. The younger than me. She was the
main thing for me is that most Speaker of the Maine House at
boomers now are senior citizens. age 26. When you only conserve
The youngest boomers would three terms, you have lots of
be in their mid 60s, early 60s. turnover right in the legislature. I
They’re going on to Social Secu- haven’t really thought about Gen
rity and Medicare. Many of the X political leaders. Are they the
things that we talk about and next generation? Kamala Harris
fight about don’t affect them be- is. She’s Gen X, right? Isn’t she
cause they are on fixed income. 55?
They have their health care for
life, and they’ve got their social Q: Yeah, 56.
security for life. It may not be a
huge amount of money, but they A: She’s on the old side of Gen
are insulated from the economic X. I’m guessing that probably
downturn, the rising cost of col- one effect of the boomers being
lege education. They don’t need so big, and so few competitive
health care. ACA and Obamacare seats, probably has facilitated a
are irrelevant to them. The only hanging out of power, although
kind of California thing that re- boomers probably undercut Gen
ally matters to them is prescrip- X representation. I’m not saytion drugs. The seniors have an ing that with any data. [It] just
incredible amount to spend on makes intuitive sense to me.
prescription drugs. That’s the
only area where the health care Q: We were talking a little bit
debate really affects them.
earlier about the legacy of the
not so formative events in Gen
Q: Is there actually going to be X’s political activism. Given
a period where there are policies the current polarization of the
being driven by Gen Xers? Or is American political climate, is it
that going to be passed over once still possible to replicate the cirboomers are out of the pictures?
cumstances that led to the political disengagement of Generation
A: I don’t know. Honestly, I think X? Are the attributes that we’ve
there’s going to be plenty of Gen been seeing of Gen X’s political
Xers in politics. There certainly engagement something that can
are now. There’s lots of perni- be replicated now with America
cious issues around redistricting having become so polarized?
and gerrymandering, but probably [another] one of those is to A: I think it’ll be totally differincrease the longevity of mem- ent. The generation that comes
bers of Congress. If you are in after Gen Z will be majority
a non-competitive seat, and the non-white, something we haven’t
power of incumbency is so pow- even imagined. Gen X is the last
erful, people stay in office. Chuck really white generation. I don’t
Grassley is 87 or something, know what the millennial racial
right? I’m just thinking about it breakdown is. But the millennials
out loud. The fact that there are are much more diverse.
so few competitive districts probI did a demography project
ably helps people age in place in where we work with Brookings
Congress. On the other hand, and South America progress and
Continued From Page 9

B

tried to do projections based
off of demographic projections
linked with voter turnout and
vote choice. Republicans could
win the electoral college and lose
the popular vote till 2036. Now,
that assumes nothing changes.
And obviously things changed
in 2020, driven mostly by white
college educated women. Gen Z
itself will be profoundly affected
by the pandemic, by Trump, by
the insurrection, by social media.
I had a computer in my basement because my dad started his
polling company in our basement.
So I had one of the first Macs. I
was doing data entry when I was
in high school in the 80s. It was
very unusual to have a computer
in the 80s unless you work for the
government in some research department. When I went to college
in 1986, I didn’t have a computer.
The first time I had a computer
was in grad school, which was in
the early 90s. Of course, there are
message boards, early Reddit, you
know, but there aren’t real websites. My generation didn’t really learn about politics through
social media and the internet.
That’s completely different now.
We shouldn’t assume that minority voters are going to continue to vote the way they’ve been
voting in perpetuity. We already
saw in 2020 that a chunk of the
new voters who came out and
voted for Trump were Black and
Hispanic and Asian. It’s not necessarily the case that when the
country is majority minority in
2050 that it’s going to be a Democratic country.
Q: What is the future for the
Gen X politician?
A: I think the older you are, the
less you become a human on a
joystick. So you don’t change
that much. By the time you’re in
your 50s, you don’t change that
much. But as we become more

Members of The Revere Volume V at the Phillips Academy Club Rally on April 16, 2021.

polarized—it starts, you know,
obviously, around the Civil War,
where parties are defined by
race—at their foundation the difference in [parties] is fundamentally about race. White Democrats have become more racially
liberal since Obama was elected. So that probably affects Gen
Xers, too. Once you start getting
older, you’re less and less likely
to change your political identity.
So when we talk about a shift [in
political opinions] among white
voters, it’s pretty big. But overall,
most shifts are relatively small.
You don’t get dramatic swings
from election to election. In general, it really matters much more
about who you were when you
became of age politically.
The retirement security the
boomers have is so different. My
mom, who’s 77, retired after working for the city of New Haven for
30 years with a full pension. Her
husband, same thing—he also
worked for the city of New Haven for 30 years. They probably
get $80,000 or $100,000 a year,
just from their pension. That’s a
lot of money if you think about
how long they’re going to live after retiring. Gen Xers—we’re the
ones who have 401(k) plans. So
one thing that could be very interesting for Gen Xers is having
to work longer than the generation that came before, with less
retirement security. That could
be a really big deal, particularly
as people live longer.
Apparently COVID took a year
off the average lifespan [of ] people in the United States, which
is pretty, pretty amazing—not in
a good way. This kind of doesn’t
really happen.
I think the big political thing for
Gen Xers will be AI. [Gen Xers
are] the sandwich generation too.
So [we] still have kids that you’re
taking care of, and the parents
taken care of. The amount of
stress and anxiety around that—
especially women—is profound.
I have three kids at home, and I
have my mom and my stepfather
in an assisted living facility. My
mom has Alzheimer’s. We pay
all their bills, and I take them
to their doctor’s appointments.
I also take my kids to their soccer game. I have money—I’m not
a struggling sandwich person. I
don’t have to quit my job or work
part time in order to take care of
my mother. But there is a lot of
that kind of anxiety.
I can’t say what that’s gonna
mean politically, but I just think
that for these 50 to 64 year olds,
it’s just really stressful to be taking care of your parents and your
kids [and] to not have any support from the government. So I
think that anxiety about retirement and long term health care
could be very potent for [Gen
Xers], but I don’t know how it’s
gonna play out.
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OPINION
FINDING JUSTICE IN DEREK CHAUVIN’S AMERICA
BY Emma Jing
Editor’s Note:
This article was written before
Derek Chauvin was found guilty
on all three charges in the murder
of George Floyd.

O

n
March
30,
the
long-awaited
criminal
trial of Derek Chauvin,
the former police officer from
the Minneapolis Police Department responsible for the death of
George Floyd, began with all of
the media coverage it deserved.
The trial comes on the heels of
yet another murder of an unarmed
Black man, Daunte Wright, in

Still, the Chauvin trial
feels different: in all
the attempts to hold
police accountable for
unjustified killings of
Black Americans,
almost never has there
been such damning testimony from the
highest level of the
police department in
question.
Minnesota at the hands of police.
Wright, like Floyd, was profiled
and suspected of committing a
crime that he did not commit.
Insufficient police training and
racial biases that pervade the law
enforcement were contributing
factors to his death.
As the jury’s decision in the
Chauvin trial draws near, I sit
in anticipation, and cautious optimism that justice will finally
be delivered for George Floyd’s
family — the beacon of the Black
Lives Matter movement over the
summer. The Floyd family’s trauma is emblematic of the experience Black families suffer and
fear daily; it is not just about the
nine minutes and twenty-nine
seconds (according to new expert
testimony) that Chauvin kneeled
on the neck of a dying man, but
the thousands of Black lives lost
as a result of police brutality, before and after him, who have not
received the justice they deserve.
I want to believe that the justice
system will deliver on its purpose
for George Floyd and that the jurors will act on the same empathy
and outrage that I, and so many
others, felt while watching the
trial. After hearing about George
F l o y d ’s

final moments in such clinical
and grotesque detail, I want to
believe that justice for a Black
man is an achievable goal in Derek Chauvin’s version of America.
But I’m not so sure.
After all, the police officers
who brutally beat Rodney King
to a pulp were acquitted. Trayvon
Martin’s killer, George Zimmerman, was acquitted. The police
officer who killed Philando Castile after a routine traffic stop —
just a few miles from the Minneapolis intersection where Floyd
was murdered — was acquitted.
This list goes on for heartbreakingly long, without a fraction
of the national attention as the
Floyd case eventually received.
Still, the Chauvin trial feels
different: in all the attempts to
hold police accountable for unjustified killings of Black Americans, almost never has there been
such damning testimony from the
highest level of the police department in question. Minneapolis
Police Chief Medaria Arradondo
testified for the jury that Chauvin
was verifiably wrong “to continue
to apply that level of force to a
person proned out, handcuffed
behind their back — that in no
way, shape or form is anything
that is by policy.” Her testimony
provides further evidence drawn
in the sand. Now, it’s up to the
jury to follow through.
Police officers, including an
expert witness on “use of force”
from the Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD), also poked
holes in the defense argument

that Chauvin’s actions were
prompted by a “distracting” and
“threatening” crowd of onlookers, who watched and recorded
Floyd’s death. Surveillance video
and testimonies prove that there

involuntary spasm — an anoxic seizure — marking the lack
of oxygen to the brain and his
proven cause of death. Chauvin
clearly kept his knee on Floyd’s
neck, remorseless, for at least two

The Floyd family’s trauma is emblematic
of the experience Black families suffer
and fear daily; it is not just about the
nine minutes and twenty-nine seconds
(according to new expert testimony) that
Chauvin kneeled on the neck of a dying
man, but the thousands of Black lives
lost as a result of police brutality, before
and after him, who have not received the
justice they deserve.
was indisputably no “angry mob”
on the scene.
In reality, a few outraged bystanders obeyed the police command to keep their distance from
the scene — even as they implored Chauvin to remove his
knee from Floyd’s neck and save
his life.
One of the most striking moments of the trial, for me, thus far
came when Dr. Martin J. Tobin
provided video footage of Floyd,
his neck and chest compressed
by Chauvin’s weight, struggling
to breathe in his final moments.
Tobin also showed the moment
when Floyd’s leg lifted in an

minutes after learning he had no
pulse.
Multiple eminent experts have
explained why Floyd’s heart disease and history of opioid abuse
did not cause his death, nor
would those conditions justify it.
Chauvin’s defense paints Floyd as
a “junkie” and a “thug,” someone
who either deserved the treatment Chauvin enforced or would
have passed anyway from heart
disease and drug use. I want to
believe that when the jurors make
their decision, they will see Floyd
simply and fully as a human first.
Too often, however, that has been
too much to hope for.

jessica xu
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Sophia Hlavaty
Editor-in-Chief

Hometown: Basking Ridge, NJ

“News From Every Quarter” means reflecting a
range of political perspectives is at the heart of
The Revere’s mission. Approach newsroom conversations with open-minded
curiosity and strive for
true engagement among
multiple voices. Use language and quantitative
evidence to express compelling stories that must
resist silence.
Lilly Yager

Addie Allen

Hometown: Houston,
TX

Hometown: Mystic, CT

Publisher

The Revere is more than
an outlet to write about
global events. It is a
means through which
you can foster the best of
friendships.

Tyler Wei

Managing Editor

I love The Revere because
it is a chance to draw the
rest of the world back
into the Andover bubble.
My advice to the new
board would be to work
hard to create a paper
you are excited to read on
publishing day. Best of
luck!

Jack Palfrey

Copy Editor

Managing Editor, Digital

Hometown: Weston, CT

Hometown: Chicago, IL

Use this opportunity to
critically think and read
about other’s opinions
and writing styles in an
effort to improve your
own!

Good luck to the future
writers and editors!
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THE REVERE: 2020-2021

EDITOR’S NOTE
On behalf of The Revere Vol. V, we thank you for your readership. Despite the 2020-2021 academic year’s unprecedented circumstances,
The Revere has achieved several major milestones. We express our sincere thanks to all who inspired this year’s brilliant success.
Vol. V published eight editions, a new record. We captured the U.S. Presidential Election, the historic Abraham Accords, the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict, the Indian Farmers protests, the storming of the U.S. Capitol, Myanmar’s military coup, and the landmark
‘Ndrangheta mafia trial, among others. We witnessed Covid-19 ravage communities and the world’s untiring efforts at recovery that
opened the possibility to hope.
Beyond expanding the illustration department, we remodeled the website to promote digital-first journalism. We developed a Style Guide
to standardize the language used in The Revere and intend for the Style Guide to be passed down from board to board, emphasizing tradition. We expanded our digital presence on social media sites.
Thank you to our Regional Focus Series contributors, who each composed a three-part, in-depth study of a regional story written in the
long-form journalism style:
		
“Demographic Changes in America” by Theo Baker ’22;
		
“ The Future of Greece: The Light for Greek Hope is Dimming” by Caroline Empey ’22;
		
“Redefining Climate Justice in a Post-Colonial America: Environmental Activism and Legislation in Indigenous American
		
Communities” by Emma Jing ’22;
		
“Unrest in Ex-Soviet Countries: A Renewed Effort Against Authoritarianism” by Neil Shen ’22;
		
“ The U.S. Health Care System: Is Medical Care Medicine?” by Amber Ting ’23;
		
“Chinese ‘Communism’: Creeds, Conceptions, and Misconceptions” by Frank Zhou ’22.
An alluring spirit of adventure imbues The Revere’s crisp pages and bold headlines. As journalists, we live a story of discovery, spelunking through caverns of unknown people and places in pursuit of understanding and truth. Storytelling facilitates human connection and
reveals our universal humanity. To Vol. VI: Preserve this essential ethos through The Revere’s guiding principles: evidence-based journalism and objectivity. Remember that you become a leader when you pick up a pen, able to touch hearts and transform minds through the
limitless power of words. Say something memorable.
With very best wishes,
Sophia Hlavaty
Editor-in-Chief
The Revere, Vol. V

Lilly Yager
Publisher
The Revere, Vol. V

